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Aluminium Plate Heat ExchangerControl

Exhaust and Supply Air Filters

Casing

Exhaust and Supply Air Fans

Duct Connections

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 

PLATE-VENT
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.
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constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
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Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 
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pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.
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m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.
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filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
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standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
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A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.
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constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
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pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
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PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 

PLATE-VENT
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 

PLATE-VENT
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Model 200 300 400 600 800 1000 1200

A 844 1035 1226 1417 1608 1799 1990

B 574 765 956 1147 1338 1529 1720

Altitude (m) Corrective Factor

1.00

300 1.02

600 1.05

900 1.07
1200 1.10
1500 1.12
1800 1.15

2100 1.17

Altitude Correction Factor

FABC-MODEL-EHF

HORIZONTAL TYPE

فن کویل سقفی روکار مکش از زیر
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 

PLATE-VENT

 Plate -vent / roto-vent  FAN COILS UNIT

Model 200 300 400 600 800 1000 1200

A 600 791 982 1173 1364 1555 1746

B 574 765 956 1147 1338 1529 1720
C 463 627 818 1009 1200 1391 1582
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Aluminium Plate Heat ExchangerControl

Exhaust and Supply Air Filters

Casing

Exhaust and Supply Air Fans

Duct Connections

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 

PLATE-VENT
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 

PLATE-VENT
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 

PLATE-VENT

 Plate -vent / roto-vent  FAN COILS UNIT

FHF :مدل  FABC فن کویل سقفی توکار بدون پلنیوم - سری

Model 200 300 400 600 800 1000 1200

A 600 791 982 1173 1364 1555 1746

B 574 765 956 1147 1338 1529 1720
C 436 627 818 1009 1200 1391 1582
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.
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constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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A 600 791 982 1173 1364 1555 1746

B 574 765 956 1147 1338 1529 1720
C 436 627 818 1009 1200 1391 1582
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PLATE-VENT units are equipped with a microprocessor based control system, “GreenBox” to meet various design needs. 
Both electrically and electronically control hardware comes with the unit that’s why the unit is “Plug and Play”. Rotor 
monitoring and speed control, filter monitoring, fan monitoring are standard. With the use of optional IAQ, CO2 sensor or 

The Aluminum plate heat recovery exchanger consists of flat aluminum plates sewed together on the edge.The sewing 
progress ensures leakage free design. As the edge dimension increases,the efficiency of the heat exchanger increases and 
pressure loss across the heat exchanger decreases. Increasing plate distance reduces both efficiency and the pressure 
drop.In extreme climates to protect the exchanger from freezing, fresh air electrical heaters must be used.

PLATE-VENT units’ outlets are designed in rectangular shape. Adapters can be used after 
the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.
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filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
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A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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the unit to convert it into circular duct system. To reduce pressure drop in both inlet and 
outlet, face velocity is reduced (Maximum air velocity in the duct connection Vmax<4,5 
m/s). Motorized or manual dampers are optionally available for both fresh air inlet and 
return air inlet.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with innovative Electronically Commutated (EC) motor technology.EC 
motors ensure the flexibility of connecting to AC mains with the efficiency and simple speed control 
of a DC motor. Fan blades has high aerodynamic efficient backward curved design. With the new 
energy regulations, pressure drop in the ducting system shall also be minimized due to low energy 
consumption demand. With EC Fans it is also possible to reduce maintenance costs as the fans are 
direct drive; free of V-belt wear and tear mechanism.

made of galvanized steel. Final filters are innovative compact filters with increased 
filtration surface area to reduce initial pressure drop over the filter and also reduce 
units’ size. All the filters comply with EN 779 to meet the requirements of odor 
absorption and dust arrestment. Filter blockage is indicated in the control panel by 
standard installed differential pressure switches however pressure gauge is also 
available optionally to observe fouling. Filter sections are designed to ease filter 
service and changing.

PLATE-VENT units are equipped with G class pre-filter and F class 
final filter in supply air side and G class pre-filter in exhaust air side. 
A choice of pre-filters (G2-G4) and final filters (F6-F9) are available 
optionally. Pre-filters are washable and secured in rigid frames 

The unit is constructed in sections to ease transportation, mounting and commissioning. Every section has its own basis and 
transport slots. For both panels and service doors internal casing is galvanized steel and external casing is powder coated. 
50 mm thickness of Rockwool is used for thermal and sound insulation. Each service door has locking mechanism to ensure 
safe service. To prevent thermal and fluid leakage through the casing, appropriate gaskets are designed.

PLATE-VENT PLATE-VENT

constant flow kit, fans regulate automatically according to user demand. The panel is BMS compatible and can handle various communication 
protocols like Modbus (standard protocol for PLATE-VENT units), Bacnet and Lonworks. Room control panel is supplied where no BMS protocol 
is demanded. GreenBox is also capable of controlling heating/cooling capacity when PLATE-VENT units are used with heating/cooling coils. 
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Model 200 300 400 600 800 1000 1200

A 600 791 982 1173 1364 1555 1746

B 574 765 956 1147 1338 1529 1720
C 436 627 818 1009 1200 1391 1582
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